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Formative assessment - i

Time : 1 Hour] [Max. Marks : 25

Syllabus :
Text Book

Lessons : 1 - 4; 
P.No.s : 5-15

Name :                                                                                                       Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

 I. Identify the Nouns in the following sentences.                 (5 x 1 = 5)

                      Noun 

 1) The dog is a faithful animal.     ..........................................

 2) Chennai is a big city.     ..........................................

 3) The soldiers fight bravely.     ..........................................

 4) Solomon was a wise king.     ..........................................

 5) Give me a piece of chalk.     .......................................... 

  II.	 Write	the	following	sentences	using	capital	letters	where	necessary.

                                                                                                  (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) i am a student of st. martin’s high school.

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 2) afzal is the son of hassan.

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 3) i visited agra to see the taj mahal.

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 4) australia is the largest island in the world.

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 5) asoka was one of the greatest indian kings. 

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................
Class - 2 1 Fun. of English Grammar : FA - I
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Class IV 2

	III.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	suitable	pronouns.																														  (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) Mother loves  ................................. Children very much

 2) Don’t tell ................................ lies.

 3) Govind loves you more than ................................... 

 4) Boys, where are .................................. all going ?

 5) ................................. are all going to the beach, Sir.

	IV.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	in	the	sentences	with	the	correct	verbs	in	the	list.

                                  (5 x 1 = 5)

                  is pulling,  swim,  jumps,  shines,  carries 

 1) The monkey .................................... from the tree.

 2) The sun ................................. in the sky.

 3) The horse ............................... the cart.

 4) The donkey .................................... heavy loads.

 5) Fish ................................. in the sea. 

  V.	 Find	the	odd	one	out.	 		          (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) Pen, paper, ink, book, run ...........................................................

 2) boat, harbour, ship, sail, bus ........................................................... 

 3) iron, copper, gold, tea, drink ...........................................................

 4) chair, desk, table, write, pad ...........................................................

 5) man, woman, child, cry, baby ........................................................... 

F F F

Fun. of English Grammar : FA - I
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Formative assessment - ii

Time : 1 Hour] [Max. Marks : 25

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 5 - 8
P.No.s : 16 - 24

Class - 2 1 Fun. of English Grammar : FA - II

Class-2 : Vikram Fundamentals of English Grammar

	 I.	 Pick	out	adverbs	which	show	when	the	action	is	done	in	the	following	

sentences.                                                                          (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) He retured early. ................................................................ 

 2) She is always regular. ................................................................ 

 3) I have seen you before.  ................................................................ 

 4) My father comes today. ................................................................ 

 5) He left Chennai yesterday.  ................................................................ 

  II.	 Pick	out	Adjectives		in	the	following	sentences.                         (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) He is a kind and honest man.

 Ans. ...........................................................................................................................

 2) The dull and lazy boy is punished.

 Ans. ...........................................................................................................................

 3) He is foolish but his brother is clever.

 Ans. ...........................................................................................................................

 4) Mohan is rich, but Kesav is poor.

 Ans. ...........................................................................................................................

 5) He is always cheerful and happy.

 Ans. ...........................................................................................................................
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Class - 2 2

 III.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	suitable	prepositions.	Pick	up	the	prepositions	from	
the	list	given.                                               (8 x 1 = 8)

           (	from,			of,			under,			on,			in,			off,			of,			without,			over,			after)

 1) He is afraid ................................. the dog.

 2) The river flows ................................ the bridge.

 3) I am fond ................................... music.

 4) He is suffering .................................. fever.

 5) He sat .................................. the stool.

 6) He is ............................ the room.

 7) ................................. a month he returned home.

 8) Asoka ruled .................................... a large empire.

 IV. Pick	out	the	adverbs	that	tell	us	where	actions	are	done	in	the	following	

sentences.              (7 x 1 = 7)

                Adverbs	 			 

 1) He looked up. ...................................  

 2) Let us go inside. .................................... 

 3) Mohan has just gone out.  ....................................

 4) They sat there to discuss .................................... 

 5) They walked out. ....................................

 6) Take the dog outside .................................... 

 7) Leave it here and go. ....................................

 

               FFF

Fun. of English Grammar : FA - II
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Formative assessment - iii

Time : 1 Hour] [Max. Marks : 25

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 10-16
P.No.s : 28 - 43 

Class-2 1

	  I.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	suitable	interjection	given	below.               (5 x 1 = 5)

Hello,    Ah,   Alas,   Hush,   Oh

 1) .................................... ! Good morning !

 2) .................................... ! He is dead.

 3) .................................... !Don’t make a noise. 

 4) .................................... ! Have they gone ?

 5) .................................... ! What a pleasant sight ! 

  II.	 Write	the	singular	forms	of	the	following	plural	nouns.              (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) buses  ...........................................

 2) kisses  ...........................................

 3) flies   ........................................... 

 4) cities   ...........................................

 5) mice   ........................................... 

  III.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	has	/	have.		               (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) We .................................... finished our work.

 2) ............................... you a spare pen ?

 3) They ................... no class this morning. 

 4) The cuckoo ................................... a sweet voice.

 5) No one .......................................... a cycle.

Fun. of English Grammar : FA - III
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  IV.	 Rewrite	 the	 following	 sentences,	 changing	 nouns	 in	masculine	 gender	 into	
those	of	feminine	gender.							 	 		 	 	 	 (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) How many sons does your nephew have ?

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 2) The master punished his son for his misbehaviour.

 Ans. .........................................................................................................................

 3) My husband greeted the man.

 Ans. .........................................................................................................................

 4) She has four cocks and two dogs.

 Ans. ..........................................................................................................................

 5) We saw tigers and lions in the zoo.

 Ans. .........................................................................................................................

  V.	 Complete	the	following	sentences	with	the	endings	given	below.

                                                 (5 x 1 = 5)

   is sweet,  comes after Sunday, in the east, flow down to seas, us rain 

 1) The sun rises  ............................................... 

 2) Clouds give  ...............................................

 3) Mango    ...............................................

 4) January is  ...............................................

 5) All the rivers  ............................................... 

 FFF

Class - 2 2 Fun. of English Grammar : FA - III
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Formative assessment - iv

Time : 1 Hour] [Max. Marks : 25

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 20 - 24
P.No.s : 50 - 60

Class - 2 1

	  I.	 Answer	the	following	questions	either	in	the	positive	(or)	in	the	negative.

                                                                                                       (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) Shall I take your book ?  ................................................................

 2) Do you like hockey ?  ................................................................

 3) Are you fond of sweets ?  ................................................................ 

 4) Is it going to rain ?  ................................................................

 5) Did you finish your work ?  ................................................................ 

  II.	 Put	‘a’	or	‘an’	in	the	blanks.		        (5 x 1 = 5)

 1) ............................................. year.

 2) ............................................. engine.

 3) ............................................. empty box. 

 4) ............................................. ill - mannerd man.

 5) ............................................. orange. 

  III.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	in	the	following	sentences	using	the	correct	forms	of	verbs	

given	in	the	brackets.	 	 		 	 	 	  (7 x 1 = 7)

 1) We .................................. on a picnic next week.  (go) 

 2) I  .............................. Chennai last year. (visit)

 3) Clouds ................................... us rain. (give) 

 4) I .................................... milk everyday. (drink)

 5) He ....................................... his bag in the bus. (lose)

 6) They ................................ the film tomorrow. (see)

 7) The earth ............................... round the sun. (move) 

Fun. of English Grammar : FA - IV

Class-2 : Vikram Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Class - 2 2

  IV.	 Punctuate	the	following	using	capitals	where	necessary.

	 	 Rewrite	the	sentences.                                                             

 The swallow flew over the city. He saw the rich making merry in their beautiful houses. 

The beggars were sitting at their gates. He flew into the dark lanes. He saw the white faces of 

starving children. They were looking out listlessly at the black streets. Under the archway of 

a bridge two little boys were lying in each other’s arms. They were trying to keep themselves 

warm. “How hungry we are?”, they said. “You must not lie here”, started the watchman. The 

poor fellows wandered out into the rain once again.  

  1)  Now answer the questions :                                                (4 x 1 = 4)

 a) What did the swallow see in the city ?

 Ans. ______________________________________________________________

 b) Why are the faces of the children white ?

 Ans. ______________________________________________________________

 c) Why do the boys lie in each other’s arms ?

 Ans. ______________________________________________________________

 d) Why do the poor boys go out into the rain ?

 Ans. ______________________________________________________________

 2) Which words in the passage mean the following ?                                              (4 x 1 = 4)

  a) a small narrow street ______________________________

  b) going without food ______________________________

  c) pale and bloodless ______________________________

  d) person guarding a particular place ______________________________

FFF

Fun. of English Grammar : FA - IV
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 I. Identify the nouns in the following sentences.     (5 × 2 = 10)

                    Nouns

 1. Cows gives us milk.   ___________________

 2. The Charminar is in Hyderabad. ___________________

 3. The dog is a faithful animal.  ___________________

 4. Birds fly in the air.   ___________________

 5. The elephant has great strength. ___________________

 II. Find the odd one out.       (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. boat, harbour, ship, sail, bus  ___________________

 2. iron, copper, gold, tea, drink  ___________________

 3. paper, pen, ink, run, book  ___________________

 4. bicycle, scooter, car, train, arrive ___________________

 5. man, woman, child, cry, baby  ___________________

 III. Join the sentences with the help of suitable conjunctions.  (5 × 2 = 10)

 1. He was poor. He was honest.     

  ____________________________________________________________________

 2. He ran to the station. He missed the train. 

  ____________________________________________________________________

 3. You must be silent. I shall not explain the poem.

  ____________________________________________________________________

 4. She lost her books. She lost her purse also.

  ____________________________________________________________________

 5. The rain stopped. He went out

  ____________________________________________________________________ 

50

summative assessment - i

Time : 2 1/2 Hours] [Max. Marks : 50

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 1-9; 
P.No.s : 5-26

Class-2 : Vikram Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Class - 2 2 Fun. of English Grammar : SA - I

 IV. Write the following sentences using Capital letters at the right places. (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. asoka was one of the greatest indian kings.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ .

 2. the ganges is a holy river.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ .

 3. australia is the largest island in the world.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ .

 4. i am a student of st. martin’s high school.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ .

 5. afzal is the son of hassan. 

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________________ .

 V.  Match the following.        (5 × 2 = 10)

 1.     Pen

 2.     Tiger

 3.     Boat

 4.     Motorbicycle

 5.     Book

 VI. Read the following naming words. Arrange them according to their categories that is Ani-

mals and Persons.         (5 × 2 = 10)

  Lion,   Fisherman, dog,   Cat,  Teacher, 

  Police, Camel,  Doctor, elephant, Nurse

                      Persons     Animals

   1.     1.

   2.     2.

   3.     3.

   4.     4.

   5.     5.

 a a a
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 I. Rewrite the following sentences using pronouns in the place of nouns. (5 × 2 = 10)

 1. Lata is a great singer. Lata sings very sweetly.

  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 2. A knife is a very useful thing. A knife  can cut things. A knife has a handle and a blade.

  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 3. Sita is a beautiful girl. Sita has beautiful eyes and the eyes are round and blue.

  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 4. There are books on the table. Bring the books here.

  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 5. This boy has a book in hand. The boy is Peter. Peter is a clever boy. Peter works hard.

  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 II. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives. Choose the adjectives from the list.  
     (5 × 2 = 10)

  List of Adjectives :     polite,   poor,   narrow,    dirty,   first

 1. He is a man of __________________________ words.

 2. Sunday is the _______________ day of the week.

 3. She is a _______________  woman, so she lives in a hut.

 4. This is a very ______________________ matter.

 5. The streets are _______________ .

50

summative assessment - ii

Time : 2 1/2 Hours] [Max. Marks : 50

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 1-19; 
P.No.s : 5-49

Class-2 : Vikram Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Class - 2 2 Fun. of English Grammar : SA - II

 III. Join the sentences with the help of suitable conjunctions. (5 × 2 = 10)

 1. You must be silent. I shall not explain the poem .

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 2. I do not like him. He is a liar.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 3. She lost her books. She lost her purse also.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 4. He is rich. He is not contented.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 5. Rama was studying. Sita was sleeping. 

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 IV. Rewrite the following sentences using Capital letters and Full stops. (5 × 2 = 10)

 1. mohan’s father kiran has four children

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 2. he passed the exam in first class in march

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 3. john is the father of james

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 4. the girls went out after dinner

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 5. apples are good to eat

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 V. Change the following sentences into negative sentences. (5 × 2 = 10)

 1. He can write neatly.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 2. We must go now.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 3. I can answer this question easily.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 4. Suresh is sleeping soundly.

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

 5. The train has come late. 

 Ans. __________________________________________________________________________

a a a
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 I. Change the following sentences into interrogative sentences. (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. They are going to see a film.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 2. Peter is doing the sum.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 3. The boy was absent yesterday.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 4. She is studying her classbook.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 5. The girls are playing volley ball. 

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 II. Fill in the blanks with ‘a, an’ or the’.     (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. I have _________________ Uncle in Chennai.

 2. _______ apple is sweet.

 3. I met him ____________ year ago.

 4. _______ lion is _______ king of beasts.

 5. John is _______ American, James is _______ Indian.

 III. Answer the following questions.    (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. Why are you late ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 2. How do you go to school ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 3. When do you get up ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

50

summative assessment - iii

Time : 2 1/2 Hours] [Max. Marks : 50

Name :                                                                                                        Class :                        Section :               Roll No.                        

Syllabus : 
Text Book

Lessons : 1-27; 
P.No.s : 5-70

Class-2 : Vikram Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Class - 2 2 Fun. of English Grammar : SA - III

 4. Who broke the glass ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 5. Who teaches you English ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 IV. Identify adverbs in the following sentences list them. (5 × 1 = 5)

   Adverbs

 1. We put him down slowly. ___________________

 2. I have heard this before. ___________________

 3. The postman called again. ___________________

 4. Stand there. ___________________

 5. He has told me twice. ___________________

 V. Rewrite the following sentences using pronouns in the place of nouns. (5 × 1 = 5)

 1. Dasaratha is the king of Ayodhya. Dasaratha has four sons, whom Dasaratha loved by very much.

 Ans.  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 2. Delhi is one of biggest cities in India. Delhi is the capital of our country.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 3. A knife is a very useful thing. A knife can cut things. A knife has a handle and a blade.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 4. Hyderabad is one of the biggest cities in our country. Hyderabad is the capital of Andhra Pradesh. 

Hyderabad is a place of monuments.

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________

 5. Lily is a sweet flower. Lily is white in colour. Lily is described as a majestic flower. Lily has the 

dignity of a Queen. 

 Ans.  ________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________
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Class - 2 3 Fun. of English Grammar : SA - III

 VI. Read the following passage.    (5 × 1 = 5)

  The year’s at the spring ;

  And day’s at the morn ;

  Morning’s at seven ;

  The hill-side’s dew-pearled ;

  The lark’s on the wing ;

  The snail’s on the thorn ;

  God’s in His heaven —

  All’s right with the world !  

Now answer the questions.

 1. What is the season of the year ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 2. Can you mention the other seasons of the year ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 3. What is the lark doing ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 4. What is the confidence of the poet ?

 Ans. ________________________________________________________________

 5. Which words in the passage mean the following ?

  a) morning __________________

  b) the dew drops are shining like pearls __________________

  c) flying __________________

  d) there is nothing wrong in this world __________________

 VII. Write the following letter.    (10 m)

   You and your friends plan a felicitation function to your sister when she passed her exam with 

distinction. Invite one of your close friends to the party.
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Class - 2 4 Fun. of English Grammar : SA - III

 VIII. Study the following pictures of the crow.  (10)

  Looking at these pictures, you can write down Points like this.

  1. Once a crow feels very thirsty.

  2. He searches everywhere for water. But in vain.

  3. At last he finds a water pot. He feels very happy. 

  4. But there is very little water at the bottom.

  5. He thinks over the matter for sometime.

  6. At last he gets an idea.

  7. He brings small pebbles from somewhere and drops them into the pot one by one.

  8. Slowly the water in the pot comes up to the mouth.

  9. The crow drinks the water.

  10. His thirst is quenched. He feels happy and flies away.

  Now arrange them neatly to make it an interesting story. Remember to give it a good title.

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________
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